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Abstract : 
 
This paper aims to highlight the 
changing role of the state in the 
sector of electricity represented by 
Sonelgaz because of the reforms 
adopted by the public authorities. 
The liberalization of the sector of 
electricity has resulted the launch of 
a new law related to the electricity 
and gas distribution through 
channels andpreparethegroundfor 
theapplication of it byprovidingthe 
legislative framework; 
allowingcompetitive market to be 
developedsuch as the changeinthe 
legal form andcancel 
themonopolypracticedin 
theproduction activitiesby changing 
the organizational and structural 
structure of the sector. However, the 
monopoly is still exist after more 
than a decade. 
Key words: natural monopoly, 
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 :صــالملخّ 

   
في تغیر دور الدولة إبراز مدى لى مقالإهدف الی

بسبب قطاع الكهرباءالممثل في سونلغاز 

، لقد ترتب عن تحریر الإصلاحات التي تبنتها

إصدار قانون جدید متعلق بالكهرباء و  القطاع

توزیع الغاز عبر القنوات وتهیئة المجال لتطبیقه 

الإطار التشریعي یسمح لسوق  توفیر خلال من

 تغییر في الشكل القانونيبدایة بالمتنافس بالتطور 

و  إلغاء الاحتكار الممارس في أنشطة الإنتاجو 

ما یترتب عنها من 

بعد  تغییرالبنیةالتنظیمیةوالهیكلیةللقطاع. إلا أنه

الوضعیة تأخر  سجلتعقد من الزمن  أكثر من

من خلال  قائما الاحتكارلایزال ؛ فمع الأهداف

 القطاع.وزن المؤسسة في 

الاحتكار الطبیعي، المنافسة،  الكلمات المفتاحیة:

 الإصلاحات، قطاع الكهرباء، المرفق العام.
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Introduction :  
    Algeria is a country with an economy of rent that operates in a global 
environment ruled by economical, political and social changes. Those changes, with 
advantages and disadvantages, are reflected in the energy system, where they have a 
direct impact on the national economy. In addition to that, this sector is one of the 
essential pillars for development. Its achievements and its direct and indirect 
revenue support the national income and magnify the surplus in the balance of 
payments. 
The sector of electricity should be auto-financed, yet for social and political 
considerations and because of the evolutionary role of the state in the economic 
activity, a phenomenon is to be dealt with: it's the case of a deficit that is usually 
covered by the general budget. The reason for that is the selling of public services at 
low prices through subsidies (for social purposes), and by referring to performance 
indicators that govern the extent to which the public institution could reach 
efficiency in allocating the available resources, to the persisting problem of power 
outage and the low quality of services that is resulting to the increase of illegal 
consumption of power and a deficiency in recovering the consumption bills on time.  
The government is unable to finance the required investments to meet with the 
growing demand, from covering the expenses of operating, maintenance, and 
expansion to offering the service, especially, when the prices do not even cover the 
cost of production. In addition to that, the sector is in need for hard currencies to 
finance the importation of equipment for electricity generating, which makes 
pressure on the hard currency. Therefore economic reforms were carried out and 
adopted in the early 80’s. These amendments accompanied the reforms in public 
institutions, to develop and raise their efficiency and activate their role, in order to 
achieve a distinctive competitiveness, regionally and globally, through a focus on 
the advanced concepts of trade - that is governed by rules of competitiveness - and 
impose great challenges to the different administrationsin the sector, which must be 
dealt with. 
In the light of the latter developments in the world, the role of the state in the 
economic activityfrom neutral, back to the classic thought, to a positively active 
state in modern thought, which could participate side by side with the private sector 
in producing and offering goods and services, in addition to its social role.  
The reforms of the public institution that were initiated at the beginning of the 90's, 
aimed at achieving the competitive advantage and so the economic efficiency, even 
though if the relationship between them is mutual. Economic efficiency depends 
upon the existence of an integrated competitive structure that optimizes the 
production of goods and services and minimizes the expenses. 
Algeria has adopted the Law of Electricity and the gas distribution through channels 
in 2002 to open the sector towards competition in production activity and thus we 
have to ask the following question: 
Has competition been included in the electricity sector after the issuance of the the 
Law concerning theelectricity andgas distribution throughchannels?  
Sonelgaz through Economic Reforms: 
The National Company of Electricity and Gas "SONELGAZ" was established 
according to the Order No. 69-59[1] dated the 28th of July 1969. 
It replaced the Electricity and Gas of Algeria "EGA" updated by the Decree No. 47-
1002 dated the 5th of July 1947 by the French colonial authorities, referring to the 
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nationalization of private companies, especially those who were franchised to 
produce and distribute electricity and gas in Algeria. 
There are three features that enable us to define "SONELGAZ": 
1-Sonelgaz, thepublic service: Theelectrical activity practiced bySONELGAZ is 
one ofthe historicalactivitiesof public utilities, whichhave alegal form andmethods 
oforganization,entailobligations,andhave rights. 
1-1 Definition of public service: we mean by public service any activity aims at 
achieving the public interest by satisfying the needs of the people1 regulated by the 
public authorities and insured by the state and its agents2 or by persons acting in the 
private law. 
On the basis of this definition, it relies on three basic elements: 
• An activity that aims at achieving the public interest; 
• A legal system that it is subject to it; 
• A public authority that assures the supervision (linked to the state and the public 
administration). 
1-2 types of utilities: Utilities vary dependentlyaccording to the parameter adopted 
inthe splitting process, either on a geographical scale or its accordance with the 
dependence or not to a central authority, or the activity done by the facility. 
We limit our analysis to the latter one, which serves our research purpose.It is 
divided into: 

- Managerial  facility : its activity is administrative in nature and established to 
practice and control the traditional state, such as education, security, 
justice…etc 

- Social facility: which provides social services for the users, this kind of 
facilities brought out during the socialist system and its applications, for 
example: the National Fund for Social Security, The facilities providing 
social services are subject to the general law as far as the fundamental 
principles, that govern their functioning, are concerned, and to the private law 
when their activity resembles the private's one. 

- Economic Facility: it's the case of the Algerian facility of electricity, its 
activity is mainly commercial orindustrial or a service. It emerged as a result 
of the state intervention in the economic field to satisfy the general economic 
needs and the fallen of the idea of «state of control". The duplicity of 
subordination to the public law and private as well, led to its liberation from 
the requirements of the common law and its means, especially in the conduct 
of the administrative facilities that are not suitable to the economic facilities 
because they [AFs] are slow and have complex procedures, which do not help 
the economic facilities to function properly and keep the duplicity. This 
system of mixed-law for industrial and commercial facilities is an inevitable 
result of the duplicity of the concept: the public service (commercial and 
industrial). The idea of public service requires the application of public law at 
an organizational level whereas the private law is applicable to commercial 
and industrial ones, at a managerial level. 

 1-3 Principles ofpublic service: 
Whatever thetype of the facility, it is based ona set ofcommon 
principlesgoverningits management, which are: 

 The principle of continuity: Since the public serviceshouldsecure 
thebasicneedsof public citizensby providing a serviceorsupplyinga product, 
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it imposesthat the process iscontinuousand sustained. Itsimportancewas 
referred in: 

The Classic definition: "... a facilityis any institutionthat mustprovide theproductin a 
systematic and continuous manner3 

The Constitution: it hasaconstitutional valuestated in the paragraph6 of the 
Article85of the constitution of19964 

Becauseany pausein its activityaffectsthe performance of both sectors: the public 
services and the economic ones,which is directlyreflected onsociety thatcannot 
findalternativeto its performance. 

 The principle of equalitybetween users: is an extension tothe principle 
ofequality betweenindividuals before the law, andisthusa constitutional 
right; the obligation states anequal treatmentamong the beneficiaries of a 
public utilityservicewithout preference to one upon another. It obliges the 
facility to be neutralin its relation with the beneficiary, since it was 
createdwith public fundsfor the purpose ofserving the general interest.This 
principle is not incompatible with the authority of the facility to impose 
certain conditions dictated by laws and regulations, and those are related to 
the payment of fees or following certain procedures, or even provide 
certain documents. For that, it is not a violation of the principle in question 
when Sonelgaz requires documents from the beneficiary related to the 
property -subjectto the service - to check the conformity of the technical 
conditions. Also, it is not a violation of the principle of equality whenthe 
administration of the university-services can impose for the students 
wanting to get a room at the dorm, to submit what proves that the family 
residence is far away according toa distance set by the institution,and it is 
not, as well, a violationof the principle that the administration imposes a 
certain amount of money for the service utilization. 

The principleof adaptation:is the ability of public serviceto change andedit. It 
guaranteestothe administrative authoritythe right toedit thelegal system, 
governingpublic utilities,and to adapt with the developments affectingthe facilities.It 
presents the management and the organization of the public facilities according to 
appropriatefactorsof reality,andthe adaptation tothe new 
circumstances,thatchangeaccordingto time and place, because whatmay be 
considered as a facility today maynot be tomorrow, such as the "external 
trade"which isa public facilityin the Constitution of1976andwas managed asa private 
project,later on in the constitution of 19895 

1-4 Public service management6]: the state determinesthe way to manage thepublic 
utilities according tothe nature of theactivityperformed. Thus thereare several ways, 
especially after the state transitionfrombeing a guardtoan intervener, andthat 
allowedthe establishment ofseveralfacilities. Wedistinguish between: 
  •Direct management style: which concernsadministrative facilitiesandalso 
called the "style of direct exploitation" i.e. the administration manages directly the 
public service by itself, by usingitsresourceswith the assistance ofthepublic law 
thatprovides the public service with some advantages andauthorities, whetherit is 
central or localadministration. 
•Method ofpublic institutions: the public facilityis given toa public institution(a legal 
entity) established bythe State; to manage public service, andthe law gives it a 
financial and an administrative independence, which isa form ofdecentralization. 
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         •franchise style: is established according to anadministrative 
contract,wherebya companyorany individualin charge of the facility is committed to 
offer a public service, and in return benefits from: theprofits engaged in the process 
and the exploitation ofthe projectfora certain period. 
          • mixed economystyle: the Stateor a public personparticipates inthe 
establishment ofan economic companyin partnership with individualsorlegal 
entities;it'soften the case of contribution, and is subject toadministrative law, which 
is generatedaccording to the law ruling the establishment and the creation ofpublic 
facilities. 
In this context, the electricity sector with its historic operator "Sonelgaz» went 
through three major stages in terms of management style: 
      First stage: it is the period after the independence and the nationalization of the 
hydrocarbons sector.It was administered according to an ownership perspective, and 
all the activities were managed by the public sector. 
Second stage: it was the period from 1983 to 2002 and was managed by institutions 
and companies wholly owned by the state. 
Third stage: after 2002, the liberation period, where a law was passed allowing the 
private companies to integrateall the economic activities and services within the 
hydrocarbons sector. 
2- The position of Sonelgazin the market: 
Sonelgaz has known, inthe light ofthe economic reformsthatAlgeria experienced,a 
shift fromnatural monopolytocompetition: 
2-1 Thestage of natural monopoly: 
This stage concerns the period from 1969to 2002.The status of monopolyis given to 
an institution or a company whocontrolsalone the offerof a goodora servicethat has 
no close alternatives or a substitution7 andthisis what actually 
distinguishesSonelgazfor beingthe only sellerof electricity(with multi-demand 
aspect), towardsdifferent types ofbuyers, andtherefore there is multiple categories of 
price8 and yet because it's a public facility, its monopoly is natural. 
2-1-1The definition ofnatural monopoly: natural monopolyis amonopolythat: 
Results froma normal posture, and the fact that the size ofthe facility equalsthe 
markets9  

 Decreasesthecost ofthe unit as long as the volume of production (of the commodity 
or the service)increases,and therebybenefiting from the economic abundance10 

Based onthat, the market willaccommodateonlyone companyoperatingat low cost 
which no other company could do the same11 

Thuswe mustdistinguish betweena monopolypracticed by Sonelgaz and the classic 
one: 
2-1-2Thedifference between classic and natural monopoly: 
The main differencesbetweena classic monopolyand anatural one as the case of 
Sonalgaz are in five factors of variation; the aim and the discrimination of the price, 
the terms of price setting, the determination of the production and the obligation 
Which are all characterized by social character according to the characteristic of 
each criterion as shown in the table below: 
Table (1): the difference between the classic and natural monopoly12 

Factors of variation classic monopoly naturalmonopoly 
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Aim 
to achievemaximum 

profit 

Social, seeks to providethe 
Algerian economy with 

electricity andgasin thebest 
possible conditions. 

Discriminationin 
theprice 

getsprofitfromconsumers 
Only tobalancethe budget(the 

average selling priceagrees with 
the average cost). 

Terms ofpricesetting 

Price is based on: the 
cost of production, 
taking into account 

theelasticity of demand 

Priceisbased on: the cost of 
productionin addition to 

theeconomic and 
socialconsiderations(which 

affects the freedom ofeconomic 
laws). 

determinationof the 
production 

Determinesthe amount 
ofproductionwhere 

themarginal costequals 
themarginal revenue. 

Sonelgaz, compliedundercertain 
conditions,to 

provideelectricityfor each one 
who requires it(the concession 
contract obliges it tosatisfythe 

needs of consumers). 

The obligation 
free toset the prices at 

will 
the prices are set according to 

the book ofspecifications. 
Source: ChahrazedLOUAFI, L’énergie électrique en Algérie : essai de prévision  

par modèles économétriques, mémoire de magister, université Constantine, 
1999,P56. 

Thenatural monopolyrequiresa regulatoryapproach. Whatis it? 
ThemonopolypracticedbySonelgazis a constrained monopoly13 the aim of 
thisinterventionin the economic activityis toraisethe living standards ofindividuals, 
which is the allocation ofthe available economic resources to the optimum, 
whatleads us torecallthe definition ofJOHNRENARDinthis regard,saying:"All direct 
interventionforcedbypublic authoritiesinthe activityof the economic operatorsin 
terms of resources allocation»14 

The objectives of the reforms in the sector of electricity as a public facility: 
We can distinguish the purpose of liberating the sector of energy as a commercial 
public facility according totwo levels Macro and Micro, as follows: 
At the macro level: 

 Raise the hand of state control over economic activities is a positive point 
for achieving competitive advantage in terms of quality of service and the 
balance of the price policy. 

 Strengthen the competition in the market.The transfer of the public service 
from the natural monopoly to full competition in search of a competitive 
advantage15 which is characterized by the complimentary relationship 
between the institution, the sector, and the state ; because we cannot reach 
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competitiveness in a sector or an industry without the presence of 
institutions witha competitive advantage capable to lead the sector, with 
the rising of other sectors gaining competitive advantages, the state can 
reach its own by providing an appropriate environment (politically, 
economically and socially) to support these sectors and resist against the 
international competition. 

  Encourage private initiative in order to create small enterprises whose 
mission would be to help increasing national production in order to meet 
the growing domestic demand, and that results in absorbing the idle labor 
demobilized by the process of privatization ... etc.  

At the micro level: 
•Trend towardsbetterefficiency and effectivenessinimproving thebestallocation of 
resources andreduce costs. 
•Opportunitiesof disciplineandseriousnessin the exploitation ofthe institutionby the 
decentralization andcontrolimposed by thepartners. 
•Improve thecost-effectiveness ofinstitutions. 
•Improve the productivity ofthe production elements, especially the human one. 
In the light of the reformsconducted in the energy sector as a commercial public 
facility, we notice a restructuring ofthe energy sectorusingmodern methodsin the 
field ofmanagement and operating that encouragedthe private sectorto invest 
invarious activitiessuch as production.The objective is to raise the income of 
individuals so it would meet higher levels.  
 2-2 Towards the competition: 
the main rules necessary to introduce competition in electricity sector are the 
regulatory and structural16 conditions by incorporate gradually the competition into 
clear defined stages 
Patterns of reform: 
The first major step to create a competitive electric sector lies to Transforming the 
traditional monopoly structure into a vertically and horizontally-aligned structure for 
a competitive climate 
2-2-1dismantling the activity pack,called too restructuring:this stepis intended to 
make transfers in the basic structure of the prior merged sector, which allows an 
access to a hierarchical structure of competitiveness and thus the restructuring 
process must embrace one of the two forms: vertical or horizontal17 Dismantling 
the activity pack horizontally:based onthe division of the customer at different 
levels of production, the distribution of service to secondary units compete among 
them at the level of one post, which allows to establish a dynamic competitive works 
to raise the quality of service. 
This typerequiresgreat careandis donethrough stages wherethe consumer islikely to 
default meetinghis needs,which doesn't apply to the nature of theservice. 
Dismantling the activity pack vertically:working on the separation of the basic 
functions of the classic monopoly which makes editing easier and is a necessary 
stage for it allows the formation of a hierarchical structure vertically according to its 
functions, where transform the services of the upper element of the structure to reap 
the competitive excellence locally and internationally. 
The new lawopened the energy sector for competition, except the activities related 
totransmission that is characterized by the natural monopoly due to the nature of 
electricity sector which is technically and extendedly bonded because it involves 
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connected relationships,as its supply systemconsists ofgenerating, transporting and 
distributing energyand those subject tothe franchise system; and so it will be the 
right of the customers to choose their providers with energy and be free to negotiate 
the price and quantities with their suppliers who could be producers, distributors,or 
commercial agents. 
Theliberalization ofthe organizationcame up withthe issuance ofthe Law No.02-195 
18 concerning theelectricity andgas distribution throughchannels,which abolished 
themonopolypracticed bySONELGAZby opening theenergy sectorto 
competition,except fortransmission that isconsidered asa natural monopoly, 
anddistribution subject to franchise system. 
Thedismantling  activity pack vertically is in accordance with the nature of sector19 ], 
which Sonelgaz hasadopted to the new context the jobs since 2004. The functions 
are set as follows: 
The branches of basic professions:The electricity sector consists of several sections 
that are vertically integrated under an establishment, namely the production 
function, the transport function and the distribution function20 business function 
The Sonelgaz basic functions are: 
         Production: The Algerian Company of Electricity Production (SPE) is charged 
to produce electrical energy from heat and water sources in respond to the 
requirements of reliability, safety, and preservation of the environment. It is charged 
as well of marketing the electricity produced, and each of the Electricity Companies 
of Skikda, Berouaguia, Tergha, and Draoush are partnersof Sonelgaz. 
Transmission: the Algerian Company of Managing the Electricity Transmission 
Network GRTE is a stock company, and its mission is to exploit, maintain and 
develop thetransmission network of power in the most appropriate conditions, in 
order to ensure the quality of service at the lowest cost, and GRTG the Algerian 
Company of ManagingGas Transmission Network is a stock company, and its 
mission is to exploit, maintain, and develop gas transmission network. 
Distribution: It consists of four companies charged of the distribution of both gas 
and electricity and each company geographically specific customers and can not 
depart from the scope of this geographic boundaries.As bellow: 
 The Algerian Company for the Distribution of Electricity and Gas of Algeria 
(SDA); 
 the Algerian Company for the Distribution of Electricity and Gas of the Middle 
(SDC), 
 the Algerian Company for the Distribution of Electricity and Gas of the East (SDE), 
 the Algerian Company for the Distribution of Electricity and Gas of the West 
(SDO), these four companies are all under the responsibility of  the Manager of 
Electricity System (OS) belongs to the traditional monopolist. 
We note that the business function is integrated into distribution in the form of 
multiple commercial agencies cover a single state and subjectto distribution group at  
its geographical boundaries, reflecting the concentration distribution of jobs at a 
company Sonelgaz 
 Peripheral branches: 
The adaptation to the new environment requires to relocating according to the basic 
activities and restructuring auxiliary activities, and for that SONELGAZ has 
initiatedto changeits methods of managing and conductingthe non-strategic 
activities. Resulted in the creation of 9 new branches (independent institutions)that 
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belong 100% to Sonelgaz but legally independent which take care of the auxiliary 
activities such as: maintenance of industrial equipment and repair transformers 
(TRANSFO) in the center, east and west , printing work (SAT-Info), and 4 
additional branches in charge ofvehicles maintenance(MPV)in Algiers, Constantine, 
Oran, and Ouargla.The company has the right to interfere in managerially and 
strategically. Each of the branches has been provided with: a General Assembly,an 
Administration Board,and a Director. So the goal is to externalize them without 
resorting to privatization  
Branches of Works: 
It concernsthe Company of Electrification Works:the Company for Construction and 
Industrial Installation , the Company for Channels Achievements, the Company 
forBasic Construction Achievements, and the Companyfor Industrial Installation as 
independent facility, and in addition to that a branch of the Institute of Training in 
Electricity and Gas, and the Company forElectricity and Gas Engineering . 
Branches of contribution: 
There are six companiessupported for previous functions: the Algerian Energy 
Company AEC, the Algerian Energy Company and Communications (AETC), the 
New Energy of Algeria (NEAL), the Company of Engineering Services of Algeria 
(ALGESCO), the Algerian-French Company ofEngineering and Achievement 
(SAFIR), and the Company of Electricity HadjerEnnouss SKH, without taking into 
account the indirect contributions of Electro-water and Rouiba lighting. 
Figure(1) : Sonelgaz company: the macro leve21  

 

Source: http://www.sonelgaz.dz/?page=article&id=5 
2-2-2 Opening the activity of production:It requires a high degree of mechanization, 
homogeneous and qualified workforce. The law has allowed private companies to 
integrate the sector.We note in addition to the historical Algerian Company for the 
Production of Electricity, independent producers have entered the market and their 
contribution recorded a continuous increasein production, and yet it did not exceed 
3.43 % in 2005, which represented a partial entry in 2005 ofElectro-water-Arzew 
and Electricity of Skikda (SKS), and reached 58 % in 2014. 
Table (2): The distribution of electricity production by producers Unit: % 
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Source: prepared by the researcher based on the data contained in: 
CREG, different reports  http://www.ose.dz/publications/Chifres_cles.pdf 

OSE,  El Monsif bulletin, n°16, December 2014, p10. 
By referring to the partnership structure ofelectricityproduction directly or 
throughthe Algerian Energy Company(AEC),as shownin the figure below, we note 
that most of theproducersbelong toSonelgazorSonatrachor bothin the form of a 
partnership.Itcan be deducedthat theactivity of electricityproduction is 
stillconcentratedprimarilyinthe AlgerianCompany of 
Electricity(SPE),whichconstitutesfor thegroup a share of85%[22].in 2014versus79%23 
in 2008. 
Figure(2): The nature ofthe contribution ofelectricity producers24 

 

Source: http://portail.cder.dz/spip.php?article1960(Consulted 27/9/2013) 
http://skh-dz.com/ ( consulted  in 27/9/2013) 

http://www.creg.gov.dz/images/stories/PDF/rapportdactivite2007Fr.pdf 

http://skh-dz.com/
http://www.creg.gov.dz/images/stories/PDF/rapportdactivite2007Fr.pdf
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2.2.3Subdue the distributionactivity to franchise system:four brancheshavebeen 
established to ensurethe distribution ofelectricityandgas. 
2.2.4 To keeptransmissionmonopolized: transmission is assured by the Algerian 
Company for Managing Gas Transmission NetworkGRTGand theAlgerian 
Companyfor Managing Electricity transmission Network 
2-2-5 Pricing for efficiency:The orientation of pricing through market mechanisms, 
where the competition is possible as a way to decrease thedraining of the state 
treasury, the state usually avoids this procedure because it is a critical element for 
reforms25 

Despite the importance of the program of investment and the high costs of 
production of the Algerian Company of Electricity, that belongs to the group, and 
for financial purposes,it proposed to increase the price by 15 %,butthe committee of 
controlling electricity and gas (CREG)has studied the file and suggested to revalue 
the rise under the 15% which was then presented to the government, who did 
nothing regarding the sensitivity of the matter. Therefore, it seeks to find other areas 
to reduce costs in order to improve revenue collection, and resorts to a more simple 
method of pricing, rather than relying on the studies that cost money and time.The 
state covers a part of these investments as a compensation, for the decision to reject 
the liberalization of prices through the actions taken recentlysuch as the freezing of 
the bank statement estimated at 8 billion dinars and the exempt from paying bank 
interest for 10 years (for investments); a procedure which was deemed insufficient 
and did not provide additional resources for the company as much as the subsidies 
did. The  General  director, president of the grouphas confirmed that the company 
will not raise the price of electricity and gas till the year 2017, and that the increase 
of the price of electricity is inevitable during the next ten years, because of the 
disability of the group to finance its investments if the price risingis no longer 
considered, and that the pricing policy applied in Algeria is less than 50 times 
comparing toother countriessuch as Tunisia and Morocco, which the price of 
electricity reached 8 dinars per kilowatt in Tunisia and 11 dinars per kilowatt in 
Morocco whereas it does not exceed, in Algeria, 4 dinars per kilowatt. 
2-2-6 The changes in the regulatory and legal framework: 
These amendments will not come unless establishing a change in the regulatory and 
legal framework, and thus as the following: 
Change the legal form: 
  The adoption of public service reforms leads usually to restructure the institutions 
of the public sector, and the success in achieving higher efficiency which depends 
on fundamental changes in the legal environment, in order to help creating a 
competitive climate and greater ability of inquiry in both public and private sectors. 
The public facility has been subject to the commercial law governing the private 
sector, and therefore be subject to a more efficient set of rules, and to emphasize on 
the need to act as if it was private . 
The legal form of the institution knew some changes according to the undergoing 
stages that the reform of public sector in Algeria went through, as shown in the table 
below. The legal form of Sonelgaz as a public facilityhas allowed-after the 
liberation- the private sector to participate in the activities of production and 
distribution, with a competitive nature,and take a part in the company's shares after 
it was a public establishment with industrial and commercial nature26 
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The foregoing reforms that have occurred in Sonelgaz sited above can be 
summarized in the following table: 
Table (3): the Algerian Electricity Company before and during reforms 

Nature 
of the 
period 

The 
period 

The 
naming 

the 
legal 
status 

The nature 
ofmanagement 

Nature of 
the market 

Before 
the 

1962-
1969 

Electricity 
andGas 

ofAlgeria 
 

Self 
management 

natural 
monopoly 

Reforms 
1969-
1975 

Sonelgaz  
Socialist 
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Source:Prepared by the researchers 
The change of organizational methods: Sonelgaz is considered as a public body that 
is featured by a moral character and duplicitywhich dictate: 
The rules of the common law : in its relationship with the state and its internal 
organization: the conflicts are subject tothe administrative court, the designation of 
officials are submitted to administrative decisions , and the delegation of authority 
should be in accordance with the decision of the minister of energy.It also describes 
the relationship with the state to develop a contractual framework called ‘Contract 
Plan’thatidentifies the responsibilities of both. 
The rules of private law: it concerns the commercial public facilities,as is considered 
as trader in its relationship with the others,and so is featured by a legal character, 
which gives itautonomy of administrationand decentralization from the central 
organs. 
It also follows the standard rules applied in similar institutions,such as keeping the 
accounting standards in accordance with the new system of accounting and finance. 
Conclusion:  
Sonelgaz knew severalreformsdefined by the government, and dictated bythe 
prevailing economic conditions, which were mostly characterized by the inability of 
the state to cope with the rapid progress of technology, andbecame necessaryto 
liberalize it into a commercial public facilityandconvertit into a commercial 
institution of services that is engagedin theactivitiesof private sectorin order to 
reorganizethe sector of services. However thestate still owns the facility as an 
independent economicunit, and authorizes the private sectorto create and operate the 
superstructure in order toprovideelectricity and gas with efficiencyand less expense. 
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The liberalization of the sector of electricity, as a mechanism for effective economic 
development, has resulted into the creation of a new law related to the distribution of 
electricity and gas through channels. The law was issued to: 
• provide the legislative framework legal and regulatory to allow competitive 
markets develop. 
• change the legal form of organization in Sonelgaz , after its liberation, allowing the 
private sector to participate in the activities of production and distribution, with 
competitive nature,and take part in the company'shares after it was an industrial and 
a commercial public institution. 
• abolishthe monopoly of Sonelgaz in the activities of production that are subject to 
the market mechanismswhich allowedthe Company of Gas - belongs to Sonatrach- 
to produce electricity;a sort of partnership between the two companies, beginning 
with the Algerian Company of Energy of the, followed by Skikda Electricity 
Company, Barwaguia Electricity Company, Tergha Electricity  Company  , and 
Koudia-Draosh Electricity Company, where they belong, directly and indirectly, to 
Sonelgaz or Sonatrach .Despite the expansion of the production of electricity that is 
assured by 6 independent companies along with Sonelgaz in order to meet the 
growing demand, in medium term, the structure of distribution is still based, heavily, 
on the contribution of the historical company due to its experience gained over half 
of a century.Despite the fact that the law provides foreign companies with the 
possibility to invest in production of electricity, from tax exemptionfor 5 years 
togranting loans at a discounted rate, the government has failed to attract foreign 
investment, except forNous-Stone Electric Company, possibly due to the investment 
climate in Algeria, where the companies seek guarantees and insurance. Therefore 
we needprovide favorable conditions to attract foreign investors. 
• maintain the natural monopoly intransmissiondue to the density of the capital 
needed and the magnitude of the structure and thefixed costs. The electricity 
transmission network will be exploited and developed, and maintained by a 
company named the Manager of Electricity TransmissionNetwork; a subsidiary of 
Sonelgaz,that keeps it the owner and the guardian of transmission monopoly. 
• subject theactivity of distribution to franchise system. 
• restructure the interests of Sonelgaz  in order to adapt to the new context.It has 
become todayan industrial complex which comprises 39 subsidiaries and employs 
70,000 workers.This providesthe managers of the company (including its 
subsidiaries) with appropriate managerial tools and a present culture that focus on 
the importance of setting the right goals and highlight the possibility to prepare for 
the future with an institutional set with a liberal or open perspective, while 
maintaining the powerful effects of the state, as long as the market forces do not 
play fully their role. 
   Sonelgaz participation in various mixed companies is the key element in the 
diversification and the application of its enhanced objectives, in order to acquire the 
technology, the skill, and the experience to best governand manage the company. 
Therefore, what can be noticed on the light of what have been said is 
The necessary conditions for the establishment of competition in Algeria are not yet 
combined (tax collection, bank, insurance, related services etc ...) and not available, 
and that the private investment in the superstructure requires heavy capitals and a 
long period for investment recovery. 
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It is for the purpose of gaining competitive advantage in the market - the goal 
behindthe liberalization of the sector - that the market should provide an abundant 
offerand many buyers, yet the Commission for Control of Electricity and Gas in 
charge of ensuring competitiveness and transparency, and the interests of consumers 
and providers, equally, gives the right of purchasing electricity,from the producers, 
to distributors, and not to consumers, except if special laws would be issued. 
The policy of Pricing for efficiencyis not applied.The decision belongs to the state 
who has been avoiding it, as itis considered a sensitive matter in order to preserve 
the stability.It should be noticed that pricing has been frozen for nearly a decade, 
and this emphasizeson the role of the state-observer to reach the social, political and 
economic equilibrium. According to the law, the state would give up on the work of 
managing the company, to undertake other responsibilities conferred to her as the 
guardian of the public interest and the trigger of development. The independency of 
public institutions is guaranteed by the legal and transparent framework,  
The main questions remain: 
What is the possibility of creating a competitive position partially or totally for 
theactivityof production and distribution? Especially when the market is insufficient 
in many countries, but with the subordination of these regional markets in African, 
African countries can benefit from this competition and increasesignificantly their 
efficiency. 
Can Sonelgaz confront foreign investors, with high level of efficiency and 
experience,in case foreign investment is attracted? 
The Algerian experience shows that preparing for the future takes a long time,which 
we must give, if we want to insert an active membership and adapt the regulations 
and the advantages of effective competition that we rarely and unfairly talk about. 
At the end, and with an optimistic outlook, the liberalization of the activity of 
production is certainly promising for the economy, because it will allow the 
establishment of a transparent effective local market for electricity inboth medium 
and long terms.In addition to satisfying local needs, there is a possibility for 
exportation of electricity towards European markets. It is very important to provide a 
regular supply of electricity, and avoid programmed cuts in order to satisfy the 
increasing demand in the market, as the reserves does not suffice. 
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